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Sif Ignemar

Sif Ignemar is a player character played by nameless.

Sif Ignemar

Species & Gender: Nekovalkyrja, Type 33A Female
Date of Birth: YE 45.9.35
Organization: Yamatai Star Empire
Occupation: Infantry

Rank: Santô Hei
Serial Number: 33A-45-899332-438188-1

Current Placement: Kaiyō

Physical Description

Sif is the standard height for Type 33A's at 180cm, endowed with defined muscles, an hourglass-shaped
body and a soft purple skin tone. She has long white hair with the faintest touch of blue that falls to her
shoulder blades and often braided into a single ponytail. The fur on her ears shares the same coloration,
as does her bushy tail, which is often wrapped around her waist to be out of the way and remove the risk
of it getting caught on a door.

As with all manufactured Nekos, she has her serial number on the bottom of her right foot. The only other
marking she has is under her left eye, a red line running under it and flicking upwards to the corner of
her eye.

Personality

Sif is a collected and disciplined individual who walks with purpose and speaks in a concise manner. Her
expressions are often subtle and rarely betray any emotions. At first glance it may seem like she is a
person that's difficult to approach, as she almost always has an air of seriousness about her, but she
takes care that her words don't sound aggressive or belittling.

In reality however, Sif finds it hard to express herself, fearing she would open herself to ridicule and
shame the reputations of her superiors. To combat this, she carries herself as professionally as she can
manage, and limit what she says to minimize the risk of inadvertently saying something wrong or
confusing.

She is a huge fan of cheesy romance stories and as a result is a romantic at heart herself. But good luck
getting her to openly admit to it without twisting her arm. And while it seems she's not very good with
words in a social setting, she can get imaginative and very verbose in private, as her first and closest
friend, Kamiyo, could attest having heard her mumbled narration of herself taking aim while Sif was
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practicing her marksmanship in secret.

History

Sif Ignemar was manufactured on YE 45.9.35 in Nataria Fleet Depot, Nataria. In her training phase, she
wasn't a stand-out prodigy or a failure of a unit. She simply coasted on being average among her batch,
and she was completely fine with that. And while the batch all got along and she didn't get in trouble with
the other Nekos, Sif could only really call one person her friend at the time.

It all started one day after training had concluded. She felt that she was falling behind after seeing a drop
in performance when she compared herself to the others. It didn't feel right. Now she was far from
competitive, she would silently cheer on the other Nekos as they improved, but a feeling of inadequacy
crept up on her as she wasn't improving as fast as the others. Feeling dejected, she found a quiet place
to try and think.

That's when she met Kamiyo, a Type 33 with a year of seniority. While Sif offered the proper respect,
Kamiyo insisted it wasn't necessary. She had sharp eyes, and noticed that Sif had been bothered by
something, despite her masking those emotions. Before Sif could realize it, Kamiyo had completely
disarmed her defenses and got her to admit that she was worried about the lack of progress with her
training. Kamiyo offered some helpful advice that Sif took to heart, though the thought wouldn't be easily
pushed away.

Without giving Sif the chance to protest, Kamiyo had shoved a book in her hands and told her to study it
before leaving in a hurry to attend to some important matters. A thinly veiled excuse to stop any
attempts at returning the book.

“Beyond the Event Horizon: Forbidden Tails” was written in red in a flowery script, and on the cover was
a scantily clad Neko with her arms wrapped around the neck of what looked to be a shirtless Nepleslian
by the visible augmentations, and her slender tail wrapped around one of his legs. A moment of shock
passed and she immediately hid the book in her pack. Was possessing this book even allowed? And why
was she told to study it?

She spent the night reading through it, studying its contents.

She learned about things that needn't have been so meticulously described, but she found herself
genuinely enjoying her time reading it. The next day, she returned to the same spot to find Kamiyo
nervously waiting for her. The moment they saw each other, Kamiyo ran up, apologizing profusely as she
had given her the wrong book.

From there the two became fast friends, with Sif taking part in Kamiyo's interests in romance novels and
movies, and Kamiyo imparting advice and providing reassurance, which helped Sif regain her confidence
in her abilities.

Just before Sif's training concluded however, Kamiyo had to deploy but left a parting gift: A small
collection of novels that she wanted to be kept safe.
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Skills Learned

Optional section. Sif Ignemar has the following notable skills:

Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Kazuno Kamiyo (Friend)

Inventory & Finance

Sif Ignemar has the Star Army Standard Issue Items.

Sif Ignemar currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This article was created on 2024/03/06 20:17 using the namespace template.

In the case nameless becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Sif Ignemar
Character Owner nameless
Character Status Active Player Character
Current Location YSS Kaiyō II
Character's Home Nataria Fleet Depot
Plots Kaiyō
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Active Duty
SAOY Rank Santô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment YSS Kaiyō II
Orders Orders
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